A new class of stellarators is found that does not rely on quasi-symmetrization to achieve good confinement. These systems depart from canonical stellarators by allowing a small net plasma current. 
MHD ballooning stability, quasi-symmetry
The tokamak, a toroidally symmetric plasma trap that uses a large plasma current to produce a confining poloidal magnetic field, has been the most successful plasma confinement device to date, simultaneously achieving high temperature ({>10 keV) and high B<IO% plasmas. However, the difficulty and expense of driving a large steady-state current, along with the complexity of protecting against current disruptions, is a disadvantage in a fusion reactor. Low aspect ratio (,4 < 3) stellarators [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] , has spatial symmetry, but in which the metric tensor is generally rot symmetric. Of the two quasi-symmetric approaches considered, only quasi-toroidal optimizations have been successful [7] at low A, but at unattractively low values [8] of. B<2%. The quasi-helical approach [9] is expected to be applicable only at higher aspect ratios [10] .
The rather large rotational transform (l) improvement over the entire trapped particle population, and also reduces the number of transitional particles. This criterion is a generalization to arbitrary lBl spectra of the optimization previously proposed [13] for a simple model spectrum consisting of only two
Fourier components. This bounce-av eraged omnigeneity has recently been interpreted [14] [15] [16] in terms of equal spacing of lBl contours on a magnetic flux surface.
We use the VMEC code, a three-dimensional magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) equilibrium solver [17] which is based on nested magnetic surfaces, as the inner physics evaluation loop of a Levenberg-Marquardt optimizer [18] . This method is used to minimize a posi- by retaining only the axisymmetric n : 0 harmonics in the l8l spectrum of the J-optimized cases). These simulations clearly demonstrate that the optimization procedure can substantially reduce loss rates, leading to roughly a factor of 10 confinement improvement for all pressures compared with the initial unoptimized configuration. The best ./-optimized case has a loss rate within a factor of 4 of the equivalent tokamak. The confinement of collisionless energetic particles is one of the primary motivations for the optimizations discussed here since the thermal particle confinement can also be improved by the ambipolar radial electric field. We followed an ensemble of orbits at 40 keV that initially pass through the magnetic axis and have a range of pitch angles. We find that although the unoptimized configuration has a significant loss cone over the range -0.2<(u,,/u) (0.4, the./-optimized configuration has completely healed the loss cone and confines all of the orbits considered. Furthermore, calculations
show that even at energies approaching 400 keV, the optimized configuration confines all orbits. ;.: 0s The .I optimization process leads to configurations that are neither quasi-toroidal nor quasi-helical. This is shown in Fig. 4 , where the {B-,} spectra is plotted versus a radial coordinate for the first few dominant Fourier modes. There is a mixture of different helicities.
The dominant modes (^, n) are (0, 1), (1, 1) and (1, 
